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ABSTRACT
Accurately predicting the performance of coronagraphs and tolerancing optical surfaces for high-contrast imaging
requires a detailed accounting of diffraction effects. Unlike simple Fraunhofer diffraction modeling, near and far-
field diffraction effects, such as the Talbot effect, are captured by plane-to-plane propagation using Fresnel
and angular spectrum propagation. This approach requires a sequence of computationally intensive Fourier
transforms and quadratic phase functions, which limit the design and aberration sensitivity parameter space
which can be explored at high-fidelity in the course of coronagraph design. This study presents the results of
optimizing the multi-surface propagation module of the open source Physical Optics Propagation in PYthon
(POPPY) package. This optimization was performed by implementing and benchmarking Fourier transforms
and array operations on graphics processing units, as well as optimizing multithreaded numerical calculations
using the NumExpr python library where appropriate, to speed the end-to-end simulation of observatory and
coronagraph optical systems. Using realistic systems, this study demonstrates a greater than five-fold decrease in
wall-clock runtime over POPPY’s previous implementation and describes opportunities for further improvements
in diffraction modeling performance.
Keywords: diffraction, Fresnel diffraction, high-contrast imaging, coronagraphs, python, high-performance
computing, graphics processing units
1. INTRODUCTION
The Physical Optics Propagation in PYthon module (POPPY)1,2 is an open-source library for modeling optical
diffraction. POPPY was originally developed as the back-end diffraction code for the package WebbPSF, which
simulates Point Spread Function (PSF)s for the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) and now also the Wide
Field Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST), but its simulation capabilities are broadly applicable across many
kinds of astronomical simulations and beyond (for instance, there are users of POPPY working on topics such as
modeling laser physics and fiber optic coupling). Accurate models of PSFs are needed throughout an instrument
or observatory’s lifetime, supporting tasks such as mission design and instrument trade studies, planning of
scientific observations, and data analyses such as PSF fitting photometry and astrometry or deconvolutions.
Coronagraphic observations place particularly stringent demands on such simulations, due to the inherent
complexity of coronagraphic optical systems and the need for very high optical fidelity given ambitious contrast
goals such as the 1e-10 needed for future imaging of rocky planets in reflected light. This increased fidelity
comes at a cost of correspondingly greater computational cost. In order to enable efficient design searches
over large parameter spaces, this paper describes our progress in substantially reducing the run time of coro-
nagraphic diffraction simulations by incorporating improved state-of-the-art numerical libraries and by porting
computationally-intensive portions of the algorithm to run on highly parallel graphics processing units (GPUs).
These new accelerated calculations are available now in POPPY release 0.7, with source code available on Github
and software distribution through the Conda and PyPI systems. POPPY provides a python interface to a range
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of diffraction models through familiar AstroPy3 based scientific Python tools, including definition of optical
surfaces as FITS files and automatic handling of units.
In the following sections we summarize the computational context for modeling optical propagation, de-
scribe our methods for accelerating calculations in POPPY, and present performance benchmark results on a
few representative cases. In particular, we show an example of Fresnel propagation through an optical model
representative of the WFIRST Coronagraphic Instrument using a Shaped Pupil Coronagraph.
1.1 Implementing Fresnel Propagation Methods
POPPY supports optical simulations in two regimes, the standard Fraunhofer (far-field) and Fresnel (near-field)
approximations.4 The methods used in Fraunhofer calculations have been previously presented.1 To quickly
generate results in the Fraunhofer regime, for coronagraphs with a small focal plane mask size POPPY typically
employs the fast semi-analytic coronagraph propagation algorithm from Soummer et al5 which uses discrete
matrix Fourier transforms of modest sized arrays. Some Fraunhofer regime calculations also use standard Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT)s of larger arrays, particular in cases where the coronagraph geometry is incompatible
with the semi-analytic algorithm (e.g. the four quadrant phase mask coronagraphs used on JWST MIRI).
The highest fidelity coronagraphic simulations require modeling propagation in the Fresnel regime. Fresnel
propagation is necessary to account for effects such as mixing between phase and amplitude errors, as described
below. Extending POPPY to support Fresnel regime calculations was a straightforward process, taking advantage
of Python’s flexible object-oriented programming to provide a general complex wavefront class and interfaces to
a variety of optical systems. POPPY now supports Fresnel calculations using both the direct Fresnel and the
angular spectrum propagation methods. We implement plane-to-plane angular spectrum propagation following
the methods in Ref. [6, Equation 82-89], under the assumption that powered optics can be treated as thin lenses [4,
Equation 5-10]. An automated software continuous integrations system reproduces a series of textbook examples
and other test cases after every code commit to rigorously validate correct operations. POPPY’s implementation
of Fresnel propagation has also been cross-checked against other implementations such as PROPER.7 The code
is open source under a standard BSD 3-clause license, freely available for academic and commercial uses, and we
welcome community participation in its ongoing development∗.
Plane-to-plane angular spectrum diffraction methods have become standard in simulating high-contrast coro-
nagraph designs.8–13 Unlike Fraunhofer diffraction methods, the angular spectrum method captures the trans-
formation of optical phase error into amplitude errors, the “Talbot effect”. As described elsewhere, e.g. [14, Eq.
1], a characteristic Talbot length is given by
ZT = 2(D/f)
2/λ (1)
Where D is the aperture diameter, f is the spatial frequency and λ is the wavelength. Periodic wavefront
errors function as a diffraction grating and at propagation distance d = ZT from the input, phase errors will
completely transform into amplitude errors. To illustrate the Talbot effect using POPPY, we setup a system
with a 2 cm aperture and a sinusoidal wavefront error with an amplitude of 5 nanometers and 20 cycles per
aperture, approximating one dimension of actuator print through or “scalloping” of a microelectromechanical
systems (MEMS) deformable mirror. The result is illustrated in Fig. 1: the top panel shows the input amplitude
and phase maps, the middle panel shows the amplitude and phase after propagating 0.05ZT and the bottom
panel shows complete conversion from phase to amplitude error, at 0.25ZT as expected. Additionally, diffraction
from the edge of the circular aperture becomes more pronounced at the larger distance and is seen as circularly
symmetric ripples. These effects must be taken into account when modeling high performance coronagraphs.
1.2 Computation Needs for Modeling Optical Propagation
Such calculations are dominated primarily by a sequence of Fourier transforms of large 2D arrays of complex
floating point numbers. Additional significant computation costs come from evaluations of complex exponential
functions, and the general array operations for creating and manipulating the arrays representing coronagraph
masks and wavefronts.
∗See https://poppy-optics.readthedocs.io/ for documentation, installation instructions, and source code.
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Figure 1: Example of the Talbot Effect calculated using the POPPY Fresnel module. In addition to edge effects,
phase errors in the plane at Z = 0 (top row) are partially converted into a similar pattern of amplitude errors at
an intermediate Rayleigh range (middle row) and completely converted at a range of Z = 0.25ZT (bottom row).
The POPPY prescription used to perform this example calculation is presented in Appendix A.
For high-contrast imaging and wavefront and control using deformable mirrors, it is necessary to sample each
optic to spatial frequencies significantly higher than the deformable mirror actuator spacing. Space coronagraph
missions under development such as WFIRST and PICTURE-B/C12,15,16 employ deformable mirrors with 32×32
or 48×48 actuators and sample the pupil with hundreds of pixels17 across the aperture, add padding as appro-
priate to prevent aliasing and allow N × N arrays with N of typically 2048 or 4096. Following ground-based
coronagraphs to higher actuator counts18 later space missions with larger apertures may employ deformable
mirrors with actuator per axis of 64 to upwards of 196.19,20 Accurately sampling these spatial frequencies will
require significantly larger arrays. For example, for a 196×196 actuator to achieve the same seven pixel-per-
actuator sampling used in past plane-to-plane simulation of Vector Vortex Coronagraph (VVC) coronagraphs17
and maintain a base-2 array dimensions would require N = 8192.
The well-known Cooley-Tukey FFT algorithm21 enables computing discrete Fourier transforms withO(n log n)
operations, as opposed to O(n2) for direct evaluation of the discrete Fourier transformation, where n is the total
number of elements in the array being transformed (i.e. for 2D arrays we have n = N ×N , the product of the
array dimensions). The computational savings from the FFT algorithm are immense, saving a factor of about
a million for N = 4096 compared to the plain DFT. But still, each doubling of the length per axis N results
in ∼ 4 − 5× more CPU operations per transform. In addition to processing time, such calculations require
significant memory.
Typically many such transformations are necessary. For instance, the WFIRST CGI example propagation
presented below, with a total of 10 optics, requires a total of 19 FFT for the propagation. Further, this must
then be repeated for all of the wavelengths simulated.
Sampling of optical elements is also critical. As illustrated by Fig 1, wavefront errors on optics are commonly
the motivation for plane-to-plane simulations. POPPY will interpolate input optical element surface maps to
match the incident wavefront sampling, but such interpolation is inefficient and currently relies on single-core
SciPy routines.22 We suggest determining the wavefront sampling which well captures the spatial frequencies of
interest, and the spatial sampling of the POPPY wavefront incident on each optic before generating matching
wavefront error maps. This can be done empirically by running a trial system in POPPY and inspecting the
pixelscale attribute of the intermediate wavefront at each optic.
1.3 Achieving High Performance in Scientific Python
As the Python language has become widespread in scientific, engineering, and educational computing,23–25 there
have been widespread efforts towards enabling high performance numerical work. In fact astronomers played
a significant role24,26 in the early development and establishment of the numpy library, which has now become
the de facto standard for working with numerical arrays in Python, along with the broader SciPy ecosystem.22
Python as a high-level interpreted language offers tremendous practical advantages in speed of development
and flexibility for interactive use, and with the proper methods it is possible to achieve speed rivaling that of
code written in compiled languages such as C or Fortran. Often this is done by linking to compiled code to
implement low-level array operations. NumPy and Scipy provide interface to C libraries for efficient calculations,
including options to link against highly optimized mathematical libraries such as the Intel Math Kernel Library,
as discussed below. Linking against a well-optimized linear algebra library can provide order-of-magnitude gains
in performance.
Broadly speaking, achieving good performance generally requires carefully understanding both the details of
the computing hardware and of the workload. For instance some tasks are rate-limited by CPU computation,
versus others by data input/output (IO). To accelerate CPU-limited tasks we want to efficiently use features of
the hardware such as multiple processors, vectorized operations (e.g. SSE and AVX in recent Intel CPUs), or the
larger suite of registers available in 64-bit architectures. Efficiently using modern hardware requires workloads
that can be parallelized across multiple compute cores, for both CPU and GPU architectures. To accelerate IO-
limited tasks, we want efficient memory access, for instance making good use of fast low-level caches. Sometimes
these goals are at odds; for instance there is an overall cost in IO to transfer and synchronize data between
multiple processors.
The most commonly used implementation of Python, CPython, employs a so-called global interpreter lock
(GIL).27 The GIL prevents multiple threads from simultaneously executing commands, effectively preventing
CPython code from executing using more than one processor at a time. This can be worked around by running
multiple Python processes in parallel via the multiprocessing module. POPPY does support this method for
parallelizing multiwavelength calculations, but it incurs additional overhead from process startup and interprocess
communications. Running multiple threads generally has better performance than multiple processes; for Python,
this is done by linking against multi-threaded compiled code that avoids the GIL limitation.
In order to better leverage multiple processors while preserving the convenience and readability of Python, a
variety of libraries for high performance computing have been developed including NumExpr,28 and Numba29 a
just-in-time compiler that can target either central processing unit (CPU)s or graphical processing unit (GPU)s.
NumExpr accelerates many element-wise array calculations even more than NumPy, by breaking large arrays
into smaller chunks and parallelizing the mathematical operation across multiple threads. The chunk sizes are
selected to efficiently make use of CPU cache memory, which both helps accelerate calculations and minimizes
the need to allocate additional memory for intermediate results.
Recently, GPUs have made significant inroads into scientific computing, providing many parallel processor
cores on a single board. For many workloads, speed ups of a factor of a few times to perhaps 10× can be
achieved. Introduced in 2007, the NVIDIA Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) library30 provides
a C-like interface to parallelized operations distributed across hundreds to thousands of cores. OpenCL31 pro-
vides a portable framework writing code to run on a variety of architectures, including CPUs, GPUs and Field
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). CUDA is the leading architecture for General-Purpose computation on
Graphics Processor Units (GPGPU) efforts curently, but requires NVIDIA hardware. OpenCL works on a wider
range of hardware, in particular the AMD GPUs available in typical Apple computers which are often used by
many astronomers.
Previous authors have implemented diffraction simulations directly in CUDA.32 We have combined the user
friendly POPPY optical system and wavefront classes with optional high performance computing libraries, to
provide a framework which can easily be developed on a laptop computer and builds on and accelerates existing
diffraction modeling libraries such as WebbPSF.1
The Intel Math Kernel Library,33 particularly the multi-core Intel FFT libraries, can also provide significant
speed ups, equalling or exceeding FFTW in certain cases. This is particularly true for recent high-end processors
which include 512-bit-wide vector arithmetic units for fast Single-Instruction, Multiple-Data (SIMD) arithmetic
operations. Which method is optimal in a given case will depend on both the hardware available and the size of
the arrays involved.
2. METHODS
2.1 Profiling Enables Prioritization of Optimization Efforts
Efficiently targeting optimization work requires an accurate understanding of which parts of program dominate
the costs.† In order to decrease the overall run-time of POPPY calculations we therefore ran a set of test
cases using IPython’s %prun profiling “magic” command which calls Python’s built-in code profiler to measure
the number of function calls and the total time per call during code execution. This profiling resulted in the
identification of three major bottlenecks:
1. Calculations of the discrete Fast Fourier Transform,
2. Calculations of complex exponentials and related functions,
3. Calls to the fftshift functions to reorder arrays.
We therefore set out to optimize each of these tasks.
†Hence the famous aphorism attributed to Donald Knuth: “Premature optimization is the root of all evil”.
2.2 Accelerating the Discrete Fast Fourier Transform: GPUs and/or Intel MKL
The first area to optimize is the calculation of 2D Fourier transforms of large complex arrays. The default
FFT option provided with NumPy is implemented via an interface to the FFTPACK C library. A gener-
ally faster library, FFTW34 offers parallelized computation of the discrete Fourier transform in O(N logN)
for any N (not limited to powers of two). FFTW can be called from Python using the pyFFTW package
(https://pypi.org/project/pyFFTW/). FFTW is widely regarded as a state-of-the-art FFT library for execution
on CPUs, and provides highly tuned multi-threaded FFTs and automatic capabilities for tuning algorithm pa-
rameters to optimize performance on individual compute devices. POPPY has long supported FFTW, falling
back to NumPy’s FFT library when FFTW was unavailable.
In order to further accelerate calculation of the discrete Fourier transform, we implemented the use of FFTs
on GPUs via first CUDA and then also OpenCL. Subsequently and very recently, we identified an alternative
pathway using Intel’s Math Kernel Library.
Fast FFTs on GPUs with CUDA and OpenCL: FFTs on GPUs typically provide up to an order of
magnitude advantage over FFTW,35 particularly if high-end NVIDIA GPUs are used. The pyculib library36
(formerly Anaconda Accelerate37) provides a python wrapper around the NVIDIA cuFFT Library,38 allowing
parallel computation of FFTs on a GPU. Similarly, the pyopencl and gpyfft packages together provide an
interface to the OpenCL library clFFT.39 Interfaces to both of these have been implemented in POPPY, in a
way that is transparent to users; calculations will take advantage of a GPU if available, without requiring any
direct changes in the user’s optical system model code. Benchmarks for these are presented below.
An important factor to consider is the large variations in capabilities between different GPUs, and different
classes of GPUs. Some devices, such as NVIDIA’s Tesla K80, are specifically designed for high performance,
high throughput scientific and industrial computing, with very high core counts and substantial resources for
double-precision (64-bit) floating point arithmetic. These will provide the highest performance in cost-insensitive
environments and for limited duration calculations are now widely available for rent from many cloud computing
services. Other GPUs place lower priority on double-precision performance, including some devices which are
relatively high-end but which primarily target single-precision (32-bit) performance for 3D graphics and other
media authoring workloads. For instance, the Radeon Pro Vega 56 (one of AMD’s current top-end cards,
currently used in Apple’s iMac Pro workstations) has only a subset of its processing cores that are capable of
double-precision math. Our testing of FFTs on this device shows a drop of 3-5x in speed for double vs single
precision floats, consistent with previous published benchmarks by others. (Not all optical calculations require
double precision math, and POPPY does have support for single precision calculations if desired. But highly
demanding space coronagraphy simulations merit the use of double-precision floating point. We therefore focus
only on that mode in this work.)
Fast FFTs on CPUs with Intel MKL: Intel has long developed its own highly optimized library of mathe-
matical functions, to Intel Math Kernel Library (MKL). Until recently, licensing restrictions prevented it from
becoming a widely used standard in Python. However that is no longer the case, and Intel’s optimized code is now
freely available via the Anaconda Python package distribution system, as well as from Intel’s own distribution
channels.40 ‡
Intel MKL includes a very highly tuned FFT implementation, which takes full advantage of the full set of
features in modern processors including multithreading, highly vectorized SIMD operations, and efficient memory
access and caching. NumPy can be compiled to make use of this FFT implementation directly to replace its prior
FFTPACK-based FFT implementation, avoiding any need to change code. Somewhat to our surprise, we have
found that using the most recent builds of NumPy 1.14, Python 3.6, and MKL 2018.0.2, FFT speeds directly in
NumPy can surpass those achieved with FFTW, and in some cases even surpass GPUs. Intel MKL now appears
easy to recommend as a high performance solution for many users, given its relative ease of installation and
much simplified development compared to writing code for GPUs. But for the largest calculation sizes, it cannot
match the highly parallelized performance of high-end GPUs.
‡That said, ensuring that you have installed and are using a version of numpy that uses MKL can still be somewhat
opaque and confusing. Users should observe the number of cores in use during FFT operations and check that conda
has installed both the mkl and mkl fft packages, and that numpy. config .show() reports that numpy is indeed linked
against MKL.
2.3 Accelerating Evaluations of Exponential Expressions: NumExpr
After optimizing FFT runtime, the next most time-consuming operation is evaluations of exponential functions.
This occurs both as the exponential term in the quadratic phase factor,
exp[i(x2 + y2)/z], (2)
where x, y and are N ×N arrays and z is a real number, and also in evaluating the complex phasor of a given
optical element,
A exp[2pii/λ · φ], (3)
where A and φ are again N ×N arrays and λ is a real number.
We compared run times for N=2048 using NumPy, NumExpr, and Numba for both processor and GPU
(http://numba.pydata.org). The NumExpr library provided the largest speed gain (followed closely by a CUDA
compiled Numba call) on our test machine. As stated above, NumExpr works by evaluating such expressions
in chunks, enabling both efficient use of high-speed cache memory and multi-threaded operations. The HOPE
package,41 a specialized just-in-time compiler developed at the ETH Zurich Institute of Astronomy, provided
faster evaluation of this function under Python 2.7, but it is no longer actively being developed and does not
currently work on Python 3.6.
POPPY was therefore adapted to use NumExpr for such calculations. Switching to NumExpr results in gains
of 4 − 10× in speed compared to numpy for evaluating such expressions. Machines with more processor cores
typically see greater speedups, with diminishing returns above perhaps 12 to 16 cores depending on the size of
the array.
Given how well NumExpr worked to accelerate this part of the calculation, and its very straightforward
ease-of-use, we also adopted NumExpr in several other parts of POPPY. For instance calculating the radius is
necessary for generating typical circular optics, while generating large arrays of sines and cosines are needed in
the matrix DFT used in the Fraunhofer code. Even simple products of multiple arrays, or of an array and a
scalar, can often be accelerated by using NumExpr. NumExpr intentionally supports only a strictly limited set
of array operations, but for that subset it is very highly performance.
2.4 Accelerating Fourier Array Shifting on the GPU
The FFT algorithm imposes certain fixed relationships on the locations of spatial frequencies within the output
array, in particular locating the origin in the extreme corners of the array rather than in the center. Shifting the
array contents to relocate the zero-frequency origin to the center of a Fourier transformed spectrum–the so-called
“fft shift” operation–allows easier application of 2D transmission and wavefront error maps at each optic, and
also enables more intuitive display and interactive examination of intermediate results. In profiling, the numpy
fftshift function was found to be a significant contributor to calculation time.
Using a Numba just-in-time decorator to implement the CUDA of the FFT algorithm by Abdellah42 the
time to recenter arrays of size 4096×4096 or 8192×8192 was decreased by a factor of approximately three. The
highly multithreaded process on the GPU wins out over the additional IO overhead for transferring the arrays to
and from the GPU. Note that as of this writing, the fftshift operation on GPU is only supported for CUDA,
though extending this to OpenCL as well is planned for the near future.
2.5 Reproducibility
The benchmarking results and figures reported here were generated in a Jupyter notebook which the reader is
invited to review and test on other system.43 Benchmarking results were measured using the IPython§ %timeit
magic command on default settings. For each configuration a mean and standard deviation is reported for seven
runs of each function, with ten loops per run for functions that return in under 0.2 seconds (and additional loops
in powers of ten until 0.2 seconds is reached).
§version 6.1.0 in Python 3.6
3. RESULTS
3.1 Fresnel Optical System Run Times
Measured mean unoptimized run times for the Fresnel coronagraphic test system, Appendix B, are plotted and
tabulated in Fig. 2. The runtime increases approximately as the area of the array (∝ N2). Notably, the N = 2800
runs faster than the next power of two, indicating significant speed gains maybe found by not requiring power
of two array sizes in some cases.
The results of the successive optimizations are shown in Fig. 3a. Each curve is normalized to the NumPy
runtime (e.g. Fig. 2) for the same values of N . For the smallest arrays tested switching to FFTW gives no
advantage, in fact, additional overhead can an slow the run time. However, for large arrays FFTW runs in
approximately 75% of the time required for standard NumPy. MKL-FFT run times are slightly faster. In place
array calculations were identified as a bottleneck during profiling, and this is illustrated by the significant increase
in speed using NumExpr (dot dash orange line), taking less than 40% of the time for N>1024.
GPU runtimes using pyculib and the CUDA fftshift algorithm described above on a K80 NVIDIA GPU
provide an approximately factor of five increase over base NumPy.
Newer generation GPUs can provide additional speed up, at higher purchase or rental prices. The bottom-
most dashed line in Fig. 3a, but for a newer NVIDIA P100 GPU on an 16 Core Intel Sandy Bridge 2.2 GHz
system.
Fig. 3b shows the performance improvements for an 8-core iMac Pro, Intel Xeon 3.2GHz with AMD Radeon-
Pro Vega 56. Small arrays are faster than on the 2.0GHZ machine but the consumer grade GPU does not provide
a performance improvement over CPU calculations.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In the initial, pre-optimization code state, calculation times were typically dominated by the FFTs (in plain
NumPy or FFTW). After the optimizations described in this paper, the FFT has been accelerated enough that
the calculations of complex exponentials are often a more substantial contributor.
In the era of readily scalable cloud computing resources, optimizing the financial cost of a simulation en-
semble is often important. In addition to increased efficiency, some of the optimizations, particularly the GPU
optimizations scale with system cost. For parallelized diffraction modeling operations, such as multi-wavelength
calculations, it is important to weigh the relative cost of renting a large number of less expensive machines
against the performance gains of more expensive systems. The small run time improvement shown in Fig. 3a
for the P100 machine with 16 cores comes with more than a factor of four increase in financial cost per hour.
Thus, a K80 GPU or optimized MKL FFTs running on a multi-core desktop machine (such as the iMac Pro in
Fig. 3b) is likely to provide more simulations per dollar.
These approaches have preserved existing POPPY numerical accuracy; however, even in extreme contrast
regimes, numerical approximations or single precision calculations may provide further efficiency gains without
significant loss of model accuracy. For example, the exponential function, the primary driver of run time of the
model system when using a high-end-GPU, can be accelerated by interpolation or bit manipulation.44 For certain
cases, sparse-FFTs45 may provide additional gains, but these algorithms typically discard weak signals and they
would require great care to ensure accuracy, particularly for coronagraph modeling where signals regularly span
ten or more orders orders of magnitude. For highly specialized calculations, entirely GPU based calculations of
diffraction32 provide the most promising avenue for improved performance. However, the results herein show
significant run time gains can be made by leveraging optimized computational hardware and libraries within a
user-friendly python scientific computing framework.
5. SUMMARY
For a realistic 10 plane optical system:
• An approximately 3× speed-up was realized using optimized math libraries and a 5× speed up was found
using research-grade GPUs for some calculations.
Figure 2: Typical NumPy run times without MKL-FFT, FFTW, NumExpr, or CUDA accelerations for the
example coronagraphic system (Appendix B) on an 8 Core 2.0 GHz Intel Sandy Bridge Xeon machine running
on the Google Compute Engine. Times given are for the full optical system calculation with many steps, not
just an N ×N FFT calculation. (Note, multi-core MKL FFT were not used for this baseline).
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• NumExpr librarys chunked, multicore array math provides significant speed gains.
• FFTW and Intel MKL-FFT provide large advantages over built in NumPy FFT functions.
• Pyculib GPU FFT and Numba-compiled FFTSHIFT functions provide large speedup on research grade
GPUs for large arrays.
• A consumer grade GPU provided negligible speed-up for FFT only calculations using OpenCL.
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Figure 3: Example 10 optic system (Appendix B) run time versus array size, normalized to a standard NumPy
installation’s run times )Fig. 2).
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(b) Eight core iMac Pro, Intel Xeon 3.2GHz with AMD
RadeonPro Vega 56. OpenCL GPU FFT performance
does not match the speed up from Intel MKL FFT
on this system and does not include sn optimized fft-
shift function. Arrays smaller than 1024 see a greater
speedup than on the 2.0GHz Xeon machine.
APPENDIX A. TALBOT EFFECT EXAMPLE CODE
The following POPPY prescription performs the optical propagation shown in Fig. 1.
import poppy
import astropy.units as u
wf_f = poppy.FresnelWavefront(beam_radius=2*u.cm,wavelength=0.5*u.um,
npix=256,oversample=8)
sineWFE = poppy.wfe.SineWaveWFE(spatialfreq=500,amplitude=5e-9)
wf_f* = sineWFE
wf_f *= poppy.CircularAperture(radius=wf_f.diam/2)
Z_t = 2*((1/sineWFE.sine_spatial_freq))**2/wf_f.wavelength
wf_f.propagate_fresnel(Z_t/4.)
APPENDIX B. EXAMPLE SYSTEM
The benchmark plane-to-plane, system is a simplified model of the Wide-Field InfrarRed Survey Telescope
(WFIRST) Shaped Pupil Bow-Tie Coronagraph,49 adapted from a model of CGI included in WebbPSF. Note, this
is not intended as a precise model of WFIRST CGI but rather illustrates the building blocks of a a coronagraph
system and Fresnel propagation. It makes use of data files on optical elements available in the WebbPSF reference
data (http://www.stsci.edu/~mperrin/software/webbpsf/webbpsf-data-0.7.0.tar.gz).
import os
#export environment variable:
os.environ[’WEBBPSF_PATH’] = os.path.expanduser(’~/STScI/WFIRST/webbpsf-data’)
import poppy
import astropy.units as u
def WFIRSTSPC(npix=256,ratio=0.25):
Tel_fname = os.path.join(os.environ[’WEBBPSF_PATH’], "AFTA_CGI_C5_Pupil_onax_256px_flip.fits")
SP_fname = os.path.join(os.environ[’WEBBPSF_PATH’], "CGI/optics/CHARSPC_SP_256pix.fits.gz")
FPM_fname = os.path.join(os.environ[’WEBBPSF_PATH’], "CGI/optics/CHARSPC_FPM_25WA90_2x65deg_-
_FP1res4_evensamp_D072_F770.fits.gz")
LS_fname = os.path.join(os.environ[’WEBBPSF_PATH’], "CGI/optics/SPC_LS_30D88_256pix.fits.gz")
D_prim = 2.37 * u.m
D_relay = 20 * u.mm
fr_pri = 7.8
fl_pri = D_prim * fr_pri
fl_m2 = fl_pri * D_relay / D_prim
fr_m3 = 20.
fl_m3 = fr_m3 * D_relay
oversamp=4
wfirst_optsys = poppy.FresnelOpticalSystem(pupil_diameter=D_prim,
beam_ratio=ratio,
npix=npix)
telap = poppy.FITSOpticalElement(transmission=Tel_fname)
SP = poppy.FITSOpticalElement(transmission=SP_fname)
#default FPM pixelscale is in arcsecs
FPM = poppy.FITSOpticalElement(transmission=FPM_fname,
planetype=poppy.poppy_core.PlaneType.intermediate,
pixelscale=0.005)
SP.pixelscale=0.5*u.cm/SP.shape[0]/u.pix
FPM.pixelscale=0.5*u.cm/SP.shape[0]/u.pix
m1 = poppy.QuadraticLens(fl_pri, name=’Primary’)
m2 = poppy.QuadraticLens(fl_m2, name=’M2’)
m3 = poppy.QuadraticLens(fl_m3, name=’M3’)
m4 = poppy.QuadraticLens(fl_m3, name=’M4’)
m5 = poppy.QuadraticLens(fl_m3, name=’M5’)
m6 = poppy.QuadraticLens(fl_m3, name=’M6’)
wfirst_optsys.add_optic(telap)
wfirst_optsys.add_optic(m1)
wfirst_optsys.add_optic(m2, distance = fl_pri + fl_m2)
wfirst_optsys.add_optic(m3, distance = fl_m2 + fl_m3)
wfirst_optsys.add_optic(m4, distance = 2*fl_m3)
wfirst_optsys.add_optic(SP, distance = fl_m3)
wfirst_optsys.add_optic(m5, distance = fl_m3)
wfirst_optsys.add_optic(FPM, distance = fl_m3)
wfirst_optsys.add_optic(m5, distance = 2*fl_m3)
wfirst_optsys.add_optic(poppy.ScalarTransmission(
planetype=poppy.poppy_core.PlaneType.intermediate,
name=’focus’,),
distance=fl_m3+0.39999923*u.m)
return wfirst_optsys
psf = WFIRSTSPC(npix=1025).calc_psf()
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